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This final report gives the results of a study which developed new parametric
analytical tools and a computer program for describing and characterizing
life support systems and tradeoffs of subsystems from a mission analyeie
standpoint. The scaling laws and characteristics dweloped for each of the
life support systems components, subsystems, or functional methods were
confirmed with equipment data obtained from the latest literature and through
a vendor survey. This work was performed by the Advance Biotechnology
and Power Department of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company -
Western Division, Santa Monica, California under Contract No. NAS2-41+43
for the Mission Analysis Division of NASA, Office of Advanced Research
and Technology, Moffett Field, California. Work was initiated in July 1967
and continued to August 1968 under the direati,on of Robert S. Barker,
Project Manager, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company and
Joseph L. Anderson, Technical Monitor for the Mission Analysis Division,
NASA.	 ,
The final report consists of four volumes published in the following break
,down because of paysieal size and utility for the users:
' Report No.
Volume I: Summary DAC-56T12




III: Computational Procedures DAC-56T14
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This volume describes for a user or programmer the Fortran Computer program
developed as a part of the Parametric Study of Life Support Systems. This
program is designated H738 and was written for use on Ptin IBM 7094 computer.
The program was developed to determine the characteristics of life support
systems for manned spacecraft in conjunction with mission analysis studies or
for trade-o"f st.udies of various lire support system functional methods. The
characteristics which can be determined, include e quipment weights, volumes,
required power, cooling, and heating to satisfy design Aoint conditions. Weight
and volume of expendable materials are based on mission durations or resupply
periods, as applicable, and accumulated material weights and volumes are based
on mission durations. Characteristics of emergency equipment and materials are
computed for specified emergency period durations. Spares are determined for
portions of life support systems involved in thermal and atmosphere control,
waste management, and water supply. Vehicle interaction output data include
required power, cooling, and heating, meteoroid and radiation shielding character-
istics, and required surface area for space radiators.
Mission analysis input data include crew size, flight date, vehicle flight profile,
mission duration, resupply period, and cabin volumes. Life support system input
data include specifications of the type of equipment to be used in accomplishing
system functions and basic equipment characteristics such as process efficiency
and required coolant characterisitcs. Thecae data permit life support systems
with ecological closure varying from "open", with no recovery of waste materials,
to "closed" with full, or nearly full, human re-utilization of waste materials
to be determined. Parametric data relating equipment characteristics to appropriate
independent variables are specified. These data comprise the bulk of the data
which are required in specifying individual life support systems.
The difficulties associated with collecting and handling the large amounts of
data required for problem solutions have been partially relieved through preparation
of three complete assemblies of data for life support systems with closures of'
"open", "partially closed", and "closed". The systems so specified by these sets
of data are referred to as "baseline" systems. These "baselines" then characterize 	 s
J	 ^




life support systems through only an alphanumeric input word. AeRuired modifir.
cations or perturbations to the "baslioe" systems are accomplished througt}
additional input data.
Section 2.0 or this volume contains detailed information required in preparing
input data for the program and in making computer program deck set-ups. Section
3.0 contains information concerning the programmed logic. This section should
facilitate any future program modifications and additions.
Volume I of this report is the aum=7 document. Volume II contains information
concerning programmed mission and vehicle criteria and associated input data;
and programmed life support system criteria, mass and energy balances, chemical
reactions, and associated parametric input data. Using the program will generally,
require extensive use of Volumes II and IV. Volume III describes the developed
program, suz=arizes the capabilities and limitations of the program, and presents
representative input and output data. Plotted sample problem results along with
pcztinent sensitivity evaluations froze, tk,e plotted results are also presented in
Volume 111. It is intended that Volume III will be useful in giving an insight






24 Ua ERI S INSTRUCTIONS
2.1 General Information
The H738 input data are classified in two Ways - data cases and data groups. The
data cases are the "Baseline Casa" and the "Change Case". A Baseline Case is a
set of ref erence data nominally contained on punch cards but usually used from a
master magnetic tape termed the "Baseline Tape." Data groups are Wa aion Analysis
Data (MAD) Level, 1 and Level 2, Lire Support System - Trade -Off Data (LSS•TOD) and-
Table Data. A Change Case 14 a set or data entered as cards which reference a
particular Baseline Case and must contain the MAD-Level 1 group and may contain
portions of the other groups as desired to override the corresponding Baseline
Case data. It is this comtination of Baseline Case reference data and the updating
Change Case data which actually comprise a case to be run.
2.1.1 Baseline Case Data
Initially, Baseline Cases (any number) must be entered as cards.. These. cases are
edited and placed on a master tape termed the "Baseline Tape", At the conclusion
of the run, the Baseline Tape is saved for future usage. These Baseline Cases may
be run, but they usually serve as a reference or base case to which pertu.rbatibns
may be made by Change Case data. It is commonly this combined set of Baseline-
Change data which is run. As a set of reference data, a Baseline Case must completely
define the nature of a Life Support System; For this reason a Baseline Case must
contain all of the MAD-Level 2 group and such portions of the LSS-TOD and Table Data
groups as may be necessary. As the MAD-Level 1 group describes the LSS require-
ments, e.g., crew size and mission, rather than define the LSS type, it is not
included in the Baseline Case.
2.1.2 Change Case Data
Mch Change Case is run on the computer in conjunction with one of the Baseline
Cases on the Baseline Tape. A s  the Baseline Cases do not contain the MIAD-Level 'l
group, ench Change Case must have the two cards of this group included. This
group also contains the reference or "name" of the Change Case's associated
Baseline Case. The combination of the Balseline ,
 Case and the MAO-Level 1 group






urther data is required of the Change Case. However, in general it will be
desired to modify or make perturbations on the Baseline Case.. to these instances,
the Change Case will also contain such MAD-Level 2. LSS-TOD and Table Data cards
as sufficient to perform:these changes. To make a particular change in the
MAD-Level 2 or ISS-TOD groups from the Baseline Case, only the card containin the
new value of the data item to be changed need be included in the Change Cap
However, when it is desired to stake a cha»p,►e in a particular table of the Table
Data group
 in the Baseline Case, all cards for that particular table change must
appear in the Change Case.
2.1.3 Data Cara Format
',Three Fortran formats are used for Rohe input Aata; they are:
1•	 Alphanumeri.- (A); example 11A3"
21	 integer (l); example 1#830"3.	 Float ing 	 n	 "point (D), example 4.^2
Alphanumeric Data
Alphanumeric fields are used throughout the input data as flags to indicate the
User ' s choice of a set of alternatives. For instance, to obtain engineering
Atmosphere Control Subsystem (ACS) print
-out, the User would enter "YES*" in the
appropriate place on the ACSLSS01 data card'.
Integer Data
Integer fi elds are used in all groups of data and are always two or four card
columns in width. All integer data must to "right justified." For example, to










The input data sheet would appear as follows;
cc (Cd oed Co /W M n)
Floatinr, point Data
Flouting; point data are entered throughout the input data. These data renrement
the actual numerical values upon which the calculations are based. The field
widths are 10 or 15 card columns wide (Fortran formats E10.0 and 415.0, respectively).
The data may be most simply entered by writing the values as they a ppear elsewhere.






would appear on the input data sheet ant
C
^	 _„^H t^s	 ^t29 f3o	 i^o' i +ys'	 '^S9
	
1-2.79.5'	 D, oo.^	 ^DO3S. D
Notice that "right" or "left justification" is unnecessary, although "left justi-
fication" is most convenient, Other forme of floating, point .input are possible.
The user should refer to IBM File No, 7090-25, Form C28-090.2, page 19.
M
2.3
.s•	 rte .	 -+.........—....
.^.^.".^: ^'	 wW4	 r^.e+M!°»Fr:MY:^	 •yrya^.yryY#.4:!i!V.x' "^.
i	 ^
2.2 Input Data Croups
The input data are classified into three groups, they are:
1. Mission Analysis Data (MAD)
Level 1
svel 2




The MAD group contains the input quantities which "size" the LSS such as crew
size and mission parameters. This group also includes all data which pertain
to the vehicle svch as vehicle diameter and cabin volumes. The LSS-TOD groups
consist of the input data which apecify the naturrr of the LSS subsystems.
For example, data of this type spew' y the type oz" oxygen recovery to be used,
if any, and the particular method of water recovery to be used if water is to be
recovered. The Table Data group contains the relationships for the LSS equipment
output; characteristics such as weight, volume or electrical power required. These
relationships have the output characteristic as the dependent variabU) and appropriate
mass flows or the subsystem parameters as independent variables. Analytical relation-
-	 1
ships are entered into the program as Scaling Lags while graphical relationships are
entered as Parametric Relations.
2.2.1 Mission AnalvRis Data
The two MAD subgroups consist of;
Level 1
The Level 1 data are the fundamental mission and system parameters
which determine the output characteristics of the LSS under consideration.
These data do not l appear in a Baseline Case; however, they must appear
in entirety in each Change Case. These data are contained on two cards
reproduced in Figure 2-1.
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These data contain secondary mission and system parameters along, with
vehicle specifications and other quantities not associated with any
of the subsystems. These data should appear in a Baseline Case in
entirety. For the Change Cases, only the cards containing the particular
items to be changed need appear; however } each card should be completes
filled as any blanks
-
will , beamed  and may destroy correspo^n ding
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2.2.2 Life Support System - Trade-Off Data
The Trade-Off Data consists of input items which specify the nature of the LSS of
interest, and selects the functional, methods used and the operation of the equip-
ment components. For convenience, these data are split into subgroups according
to subsystem. These data should appear in the Baseline Cases in er; '.Ij.'^ rely. For
the Change Case, only the cards containing the particular items to be changed
need appear; however, these cards should have all items entered, including those
which are not changed. These data are defined and the loadsheets are shown for
each subsystem in the following figures. The following is an index for figures
2-3 to 2-8:
Subsystem_	 Figure	 P. Mee














NOTE: All LSS equipment which exchanges heat with the heating and/or cooling
fluid require an entry specifying the temperature level of these fluids.
These temperature level entries correspond to the fluid inlet temperatures
as specified onthe TCSLSS01 card. The correspondence between the temp-
r^






Location of inlet temperature input value on TCSLSS01 card
cooling fluid heating fl_
cc9-18 (CLEVLI) 41-50 (HLEVLI)
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The Table Data contains the relationships for determining the LSS equipment output
characteristics of weight, volume, or power.	 Also included as Table Data are the
mission trajectories (solar vector as a function of time), subsystem interdependencies
of equipment, heat brads, and crew data.
	
The usual relationships have the output
characteristics as the dependent variable and appropriate subsystem. or mission
parameters as the independent variable(s).
	
An individual A,elationship or table
may, be expressed in one of two forms, Parametric Relation or Scaling Laws; 	 Data
which may be expressed analytically may be entered as Scaling Laws whereas data
Y
which are expressed in graphical or tabular form must be entered as Parametric
Relation.
All tables must be included in a Baseline Case; however, in a Change Case, only
the Tables in which data is to be changed need apipear. 	 Either form, Scaling Law
or Parametric Relation, may be used to change the data of any table in a Change Case
regardless of which form has; been used for the Baseline Case version of that Table.
j
The Table assignments are given in Section 2.2.3.3.	 These assignments relate each






The Scaling Laws are those Forms of the Table Data in which the output characteristics
(dependent variable) can be expressed as an analytical function of the system pars
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y is the dependent variable or output characteristic such as weight,
volume or power
	 1
Al , A2 , A3 are the coefficients, These aril the specified data entered
V
	 into the computer.
01 is an independent variable or system parameter. These may be such




	 This example Scaling Law is the one which defines the weight of the :Bosch reactor
as a function of the Carbon Dioxide (CO2) to be processed, This law is:
Bosch reactor
a
fixed weight (kg) ! 13,6 + 9T,T [CO2 rate (kg/hr)] o.63
At present, eight forms of Scaling.Laws are available for use and any form may be

















Al + A2 01 02




Al A2 a	 (a is base of natural logarithm )
A	 A
A +A 0 A 3 + A 02 	 01 	0 8L	 2	 k 	 6 	 2
7	 Al+ A2 01 +A302 +A4 03 +A5 04 +A6 05
A3 A5 A7 A8
8	 Al + A2l	 + Aa l	+ A6l	 jb2	 ,
s
r
The loadsheet used for Scaling Laws is shown in Figure 2 -9.	 One detail card is
used for Scaling Laws with four or less coefficients (Form No. 1 through Form
No. 5) and two detail c4rds are needed for Scaling Laws with five to eight co-
efficients (Form No's 6, 7_ and 8).
The cards for each Scaling Law must be in sequence, i.e., they must enter the
computer in the order in which they appear qn the loadsheet<. 	 However., the	 }r
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The Parametric Relations are the form of Table Data in which the output chase.-
teristic (dependent variable) is expressed in tabular ;Cork ►► with respect to the
independent rariable(r). A parametric relation may be either two dimensional
(one independent variable) or three dimensional (two independent variables)`. The
loadaheets for these parametric relations respectively are shown in Figure 2»10
and 2-11. There are no restrictions on replacing a Table in a Change Case,,
Ur i.e., a two dimensional Parametric Relation may replace a three dimensional
relation in a Change Case. However, all Parametric Relations appearing in a
Change Case must be complete, i.e., if only one of a series of datavalues actually
has changed, all data values must be
--




The following ' table of crewmen weight as a !unction of percentile will
be used to illustrate the two dimensional parametric relation loadshoote
The Table is;
PERCENTI M	 010 - 2010
	 40.'0	 6o ,, o 	 80.0	 95. 0
CREWM
WEIGHT	 0.0	 66,2	 71.2 75.7	 T9.8 89,4
The completed loadsheet for this table is shown in Figure 2.10.
Three-Dimensional Parametric Relation
_	 The following table of crewmen operations time as a function of crew
size (lot independent variable) and MISSION DURA`IV	 (2nd independent
variable) will illustrate the use of the three dimensional parametric
loadsheet.
	 The table ism
2 T1
z:
_...... v^.,	 _...._	 .	 ;W_ ^,
t 0
CM SIZE (lot Ind. Var.)
Mission
Duration
( 2nd Xnd. Var.) 3 .0 7#0 1110 16.0
30 .0 34.o 85, 0 136.E 200. 0
6o.o 32.0 8010 128.0 189.0WO
90.0 24.0 65. 0 106,0 158. 0
365 .0 15.0 ^5, 0 76. 0 11510
730.0 111.4 44.o 74.o 112,0
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Each Parametric Relation and Scaling - Law developed as part of this study have
been identified by a specific, respective Table Number. These numbers art entered
in cc 11-14 of the PARREL and SCALAW cards, respectively. The functions (dependent
variables) as well as the independent variables available to the Vnterpolation
subroutine for evaluation of each table respectively are Riven in the following.
Tables are grouped according to Mission Data or Subsystem.
NOTE: Many of the tables in the following list have time as an
independent variable. Tables which determine normal use
expendables are a function of resupply period. Tables
which determine emergency supplies are a function of
emergency period. Tables used ,,o determine radiation
dosage are based on crewman tour of duty.
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a	 2,3 Data Deck Control Cards and Deck Set-Up
2.:3.1. Control Cards
The four N738 control cards required to process the input data are shown in
Figure 2-12. The first of these, the BASELINE card s
 (Figure 2-12 (d)J is
required when Baseline Cases are entered on cards rather than on the Baseline
data tape. A BASELINE card must immediately precede each Baseline Case. The
Y Baseline Case name (a four character word) is punched in columns 9-12 of the
BASELINE control card preceding its Baseline Case. This is the Baseline name
referenced by its counterpart in the Fission Analysis Data - Level 1 to select
the proper -Baseline Care for the Change Care,
The BASELINE«END control.card (Figure 2-12(b)) must be included once for each
job. If the Baseline Cases are present on cards, the BASELINE MEND follows the
TBLEND control card of the last Baseline Case. If the Baseline Cases are on
the Baseline Tape, the BASELINE MEND card is the first card in the data deck,
immediately following the $DAYA card. In both instances, the BASELINE eEND card
immediately preceeds the MADLEV11 card of the first change case.
The TBLEND card (Figure 2-12(c)) must-be used once , in each rase, Baseline or
Change.	 The TBLEND control card is physically the last card in the case.
p,
The ENDRUN control card (Vigure 2-12(d)) is used once for each job. 	 It is physically
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A typical data deck set-up is shown in Figure 2.13. The baeic order of the groups
within a case is:
Mission Analysis Data - Level l
Mission Analysis Data - Level 2
Life Support Syntem - Trade Off Data
Table Data
j	 Thin basic order must be followed for both Baseline and Change Cases along with
the following rules:
i




MA Data - Level 2, LSS-TOD and Table Data must appear in entirety in each
Baseline Case.	 However, only those portions which are to be modified need
appear
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2.94 Sample Cas e
A sample casa is provided for program verifications at computer locations other than
MDAC-WD. The case chosen is based on the partially closed Baseline Case "PART"




V	 1 1 1. ? A....3	 AAA A V
i
0







The completed loadeheet for the MAD..Leyel 1 cards is shown in Figure 2-14# The
MAD-Level 2 0 LSS•TOD and Table Data are obtained from the Baseline Tape. These
data are not perturbed for this case, cards for thou do not appear. Not shorn
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The printed output data are presented in Figure 2.15« A breakdown for each
subsystem is shown along with a LOS breakdown and LEIS grand totals. Due to
4
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The following list is included in the manual to serve as a reminder of items to
check before submitting a run and as an aid in debugging a run which has gone
awry.




MAD Level 1 should not be pr --sent in a Baseline Case.
s
a
2. A Change Case must cont ain
 both KADr-Lev** ^ caw;^d,,:,, they are the first
two cards of each Change Case.,1 Chwage Cane need only contain such






' Table Data {
r`
3. Each data card in a Change Case must be completely filled as blanks
}
w
will enter as zeroes and overide the counter); .rt Baseline data. ,,
r	 14. Each case of data must be concluded With a TBUND card.
A BASELINE#END card must be the first card in the data deck when
t
running from the Master Baseline Tape.
6. The Maste-" Baseline Tape is mounted on UNIT08._
T. The execution time is approximately 1/2 minute per case.
8 Almost 8G0 lines of aatrUt per aaae are











9. The Program Deck Set-Up and Control Curds are shown in Section 3.3,
10. Projected equipment weights due to SOA improvements are based on 1972
technology. This feature may be suppressed by entering flight dates
prior to 1973.
11. All Integer (non-decimal) data must be right justified in the field.
12. Emergency equipment and supplies determination may be suppressed by
entering an emergency period of 0.0.
,
13.	 Calculation of spares may be suppressed by entering subs;,stem reliabilities
Of 0.0
14.	 The ranges of input parameters for vh ah thb output results are valid
are shown below.
3 - 20 *ewCr S ize
Crew Percentile Range F 20 - 95
Metabolic Rates "  Basal to 5 x basal
?	 Volumes
1	 Free Cabin 20-1500 ft3/man






























0	 3.0 PROGRAMMER'S INFORMATION
3.1 General Information
The primary philosophy followed in writing the HT38 program was to create a
Ouser's" program rather than a 'programmer's" program. Thus, the main objective
was to have a program which requires minimal training and is easy to use. For
this reason, the input editor is of major importance in the program. These
input editor subroutines are BASDAT, CASDAT, TAPLW and TABLRD and an associated
interpolation subroutine VALUE.
The characteristics for the Life Support System subsystems are determined in a'
subroutine or group of subroutines for eich subsystem. These subsystems and
their subroutine designators are:






Crew and Crew Support	 ;CREW,
Crew Accommodations 	 CREWAC
Atmosphere Control
	 ACS
Thermal Control	 TCS9 TCS1 0 THMC, RADSUB
Several items such as nieteoroid protection and radiation shielding,.cabin wall
insulation, and cabin atmosphere leak rate are determined in subroutine VEH.• The
t`y
number of spare parts are determined in subroutine SPARES,.
Function subprograms FX and CYLDIA are used in conjunction with the library
subroutine ROOT to,
 evaluate the'root of several implicit equations.
Subroutine PROPS is used to determine the.physical properties of the cabin atmosd
phere while function H20PRP computes water vapor pressure and the heat of
vaporization of water.
Subroutine FINAL edits the output data printed at the coholusion of the case.
3.1
C)
.2 Tape and Disk Assignments
In addition to the standard FORTRAN input and output tapes, 5 and 6 respectively,
four additional tiles are used. One of these is used for overlay and the other
three are used by the input editor.
The standard unit specification for the overlay unit, SYSUT2, is used and does
not conflict with the other files.
.,
AT the NASA Ames facility the three additional input files are UNIT 8 (binary),
UNIT 9 (BCD) and UNIT 10 (binary). UNIT 8 is used for the Master Baseline Tape
of interest. When it is desired to make a new Baseline Tape, the desired Baseline
Case cards with the ,job is submitted grad a scratch tape should be mounted for
UNIT 8. This tape will then contain the edited Baseline Cases at the conclusion
of the job, and it should be dismounted and saved. For any subsequent runs, the
appropriate Baseline Tape is mounted and the Baseline cards are no longer necessary.
UNIT 9 is used as a scratch tape while editing the input data. All MA Data -
Level 2, LSS•-TO Data and Table Data cards from UNIT y are split into two records
as it in placed onto UNIT 09. These data are then in a form which it may be
processed by the editor. As this unit is used only for utility purposes and
only occassionall.y, it is recommended that a %SETUP card be used to sign this
eiln to a disk rather than the tae device nominal for UNIT09 Before rocessinp	 p	 g
Change Case data, the H738,copies the edited Baseline Cases from the master
Baseline Tape,'UNIT8, onto the utility device UNITIO. Subsequently, the appropriate
Baseline Cases may then be read from this file for each Change Case. In so doing,
the Master Baseline Tape, UNIT8, is preserved. The scratch file, UNIT10, may also











0	 3.3 Overlay Structure
As the H739 program is too Large for the IBM 7094 in its entire,,.f, the overlay
Feature of the I JOB system is used. R The proper overlay structure will be
















































































It ire suggested that the rewind option be specified only on the last $ORIGIN


























3.4 Subprogram Descriptions and Logic Diagrams
Brief descrintieons of the Function of each subprogram are given in this
section. Logic diagrams are also shara with the exception of some of the shorter
oubprograms .
3.4.1 Main Program 11738
The main program controls the processing flow between the input, output and
subsystem subroutines.
3.4.2 Function 1120PRP (T, 1) .- Water Properties
Function H20PRP determines Crater vapor pressure (kg /cm2 ) or the heat of vapori-
zation (k v.sec/kg) at temperature T ( OK) for values of T a a, or I Q 2, respectively.
,
,





3-4- 3 unction VALUE - Table Interpolation
This subprogram interpolates the 2 and 3 dimensional Parametric Relations
and evol,ua 4es the analytical expressions for the Scaling TAvs. Additional,
Forma of Scaling Laws may be coded in at statements 2090 and 2100; .these
would correspond to form numbers 9 and 10, respectively,
^r Search for correct table in lis t
 
of table numbers•









..wow;" ^ ^xy	 _	 —_	 ^	 ----^.'°—_	 ^.	 —_."^, as..r^wP-	 m. c r	 • ..	 -..ly.	





3.4.4 Subroutine ROAST - Moot Finder
Subroutine ROOT is an AMES library subroutine which is used to ;Find the root
of implicit functions, ROOT is used to determine the thickness of thermal
insulation, meteoroid shielding and radiation shielding.
3. 11
 + 5 Function FX . Implicit Functions1
Thy s subprogram contains the implicit functions which are to be solved by ROOT.
3. 1 . 6 Function SPARES - Spares
 Farts Weight
SPARES computes the spare parts requirements when called by subroutines ACS,
WAS` EO WSS and TCS. As the sparco of the first three of these are a function of
three independent variables, this tuncti.on performs an additional interpolation4
3. 4.7 Subprogram BLOCK DATA
This subprogram is used to establish values for program "variables" which are
actually constant. The values are generally of alphanumeric- nature and are used
to test against alphanumeric input values to determine program flow.
3.4.8 Subroutine BA,SDAT - Baseline Cas e
 
Data ;Input
This Subroutine is called once each run inmediat,el y u1no rrnnram exec iti
BASDAT controls the editing of .Baseline Cases when the Baseline Data is entered
on cards and a Master Baseline Tape is to be made, In so doing, this subroutine
calls subroutines TApERD and TABLED, respectively, once for each Baseline Case.
After editing, each Baseline Case is 'copied onto the Minster Baseline Tape








CASDAT is Galled once each case by the Main Program to f,,ontrol the editing, and
reading of the Change Case data. The subroutine reads the XkDLEll and 12 cards,	 +`
selects the Baseline Case from the tape, reads the Change Casa cards and copies













3.11,10 Subroutine TABLRD - Table Date Input
Thic subroutine reods and edits all Table Data (Parametric Relations and
Scaling . Leva), After editing all Basic Cane Tables ) the tables are
printed. rkirina the Change Cone, the Baseline Case veroicn, and then
Chont,fa Cage updated version ore printed for each table In the ChonGe Case.




(Test for TBLEND Control Card,	 Return
j NO
(meat aCoar n o,r 3 dimensional Parametric Relation or
[
Scaling Low. Set number of date points for table
accordingly.
Chan  e. Bign of Table Number for Scaling Law ►
w
D
'Read (Iota points for table.
Print table  data points,)
, 	 Gstart of subroutine,
ci R::.	 . .:«.. ., s_ r.^, :az'a w F y'btJF.M . A swAP+ i.ffi'^R.!^a,	 +-..S^YJ.. _, _	 .:
3.4.11 Subroutine TAPERD - LSS-TOD Input
Subroutine TAPERD reads and edits the MAD Level 2 and LSS-TOD from the
scratch tape. The subroutine prints the data card images for Baseline
Coces and prints both Baseline Case version and Change Case version for
cacn Change Care data card.
Read in first 8 card columns of card.
Yes
Test for "TBLEND” punch in cel -66 	— "` Return
No
Sort through series of tests to find appropriate read
and format statement.








O3.4.12 Subroutine PROPS - Cabin Atmosphere Properties
This subroutine is called once each case by the MAIN PROGRAM immediately
after processing the change case data. PROPS determines the thermal and
transport properties of the cabin atmosphere. The cabin water vapor partial.












0	 3. 4.13 Subroutine VEH - Vehicle Integration
This subsystem determines vehicle Life Support System interface requirements and
aubnystem characteristics Which are most conveniently determined hare. VEH ,





(Compute cabin lengths and cabin wall areas.
Use 40T to find cabin wall temp 50F above dew point.
Determine cabin wall insulation and thickness.
Compute heat leak for actual flight parameters.
D Calculate leak rates for 02, H2Ov, CO. and diluent(if any).
Determine values of meteoroid shield deeign parameters(These values may also be used by -EA-wSUB for radiator,
nrnt:eeta nn) .
ter. vwn^4.r..... ....w	 ^	 ^	
. ...	 . r....n^...^..^,.^^...«
F	 y t,i
	 {i








	Test for niowell.	 Return to Main Program
No
Usc ROOT to find cabin wall shield thickness
and weight.
Return to Ma in Program.
F
ssne th3 cicness of cabin wall and biowell {
 to give mini.mtun weight for allowable






i3.4.14 Subroutine CAEVAC - Crev Accommodations Subroutine
Thia subroutine determines the weight, volume and poorer requirements for
such equipment as gravity conditioning, recreatioriel, :Laundry and lighting.
Determine weight, volume, and power for
instrumentation and controls (measurement
transducer, signal conditioner, display and
control system, caution and warning system,
timing equipment, event timers, ,lig'nting
system).
Determine weight, volume and power for living,
work and recreational facili.tie g (shower, laundry,
sleep ) instrumentation, oxygen masks).
D3A.15 Subroutine CHEW - Crew and Crew Support Subsystem
Subroutine CREW determines the crew physiological data such as food and
water consumption along with waste generation rates. Also computed are
ar yt nil and medical supplies, personal items and space suits weights.
If mission duration is greater than 30 days, compute
time available for operations (experiments, explor-
ation or -military functions) and maintenance duties
^	 { r* ^ ♦: a ^rf. ^ tr, +t Y+ ! f 'S hM r•	 v$1 ^T4 C^.^. k{C. h r h i+ . ^n^ p, •+}ryrJ'FJye{^^t5 j,, r, c^Y^, r,^!^'	 f, +.r c> .^a ^r ^, +yr r-).,	 r w...w	 ..Lr^t..aL.,..,,... ,, ^..4'F+^6r',`^.^..4^^4 r !!	 ^ Y
a
Compute weight and volume for space suits and
clothing (pressure suit assembly, biovest assembly,
heard hat assembly, constant wear garmet, stockings,
underware, footgear, work coveralls, protective g
hat.
Compute weight, volume, and power for personal
items (razors, hairclippers, manicure set, toilet
soap, bath soap, towels, handkerchiefs, toothpaste,
comb and brush, personal photos, books, records,
and tape, sewing kit, dry wipes, general purpose
L.- tissue).
Calculate weight, volume, and power for instru-
mentation and controls for crew support (includes +
data management equipment for personal records,
physiological case histories, ` information for




Calculate weight, volume, and power for first aid
and medical supplies (first aid kit; medication,
dressings, splints, casting material, minor surgical.
instruments, utensil sterilization; x-ray; simple







Calculate weight, volume, and power for EVA
support (maneuvering unit, umbilicalsp restraint
equipment )
 suit -mounted lights, illumination
equipment ) handtool kite, tool and tool tethers,
and crew monitoring.
x
Set cabin number equal to 1. Calculate crew
data for cabin.
From  crewman percentil rating determi.ng crewmen
weight, height, and surface area
From crew ien weight, height ) and activity level
determine total metabolic rate for purpose of
equipment sizing (based on high crew activity and
T!ximum crew size)
Determine crewman metabolic oxygen consumption
and carbon dioxide expired (based on total
metabolic rate for equipment sizing).
r	 b
Determine water perspired and respired by crewmen 
1
total	.^.	 7 	 ra te	 Y N	 MA 4. A A	 1(based on v val ism-aboa.ic ra a fo gy,- qequipMenv vizingl
a




Determine latent heat lost by respiratictf end
a
perspiration based and calculated veliaes for water
respired and	 ers fired`	band laten-" heat ' of ve onP	 P	 P	 ,, .,	 P	 - }±`
za tion .
11 Set sensible heat lost from crewmen by radiation
1 and convection equal to total metabolic heat minus
latent heat.•
Calculate convective heat and mess transfer
coefficients for crewmen and ambient surroundings.













No	 Ta maximum amount of water evaporated; less than
calculated value for water perapired?
 ­ 	 - ;.	 . -, #.* k
	 .. , * w.crwa­ w.wr+Iw+w..,w,w+ww,r.w _ xw w..^w:wws....uw+ w+w4
{
1 VAa
www,w. w..w.wwwY.w *.*.wsr.,r. w.w^.
Set water evaporator equal to calculated value
for maximum amount of water evaporated
,ww..^..w......r,....wn.w.r.w.rw
Calculate latent heat lost by evaporation.
L—,
	
..	 ­ 1__.1­ '­______
From latent heat of vaporization and calculated
value for rate of water respired, determine latent






Calculate sensible heat lost by respiration. !^
v
Set sensible heat lost :from crewmen by radiation
and convection equal to total metabolic heat




Set radiator environmental temperature equal to




•	 .•w..- .t M.w.rwn+.^.....wir+...^.. r.^w1iw.r^.rw.+++ir 	 o.wrw	 ..r..1.
Calculate effective radiation beat transfer
coefficient based on total crewman area, grey body
shape factor between crewman and cabin radiation






	 gw.wrrwrr p.^rarsrxr. r++ie^nr.,rs ^asaM^aw.
From crewmen's sensible heat rate )
 effective
radiation and convective heat transfer coefficients
calculate clothing outside surface temperature#
.	 .p...nrrrr.i..rwxx• x...«.r«es...^...+r	 ................^^..
	 _.
From ^rewmen's sensible heat rate, clothing
outside surface temperature ) Clo value for
clothing, determine crewmen's skin temperature.
'wl	 :saw
From crewmen weight, height, and activity level,
determine total nominal metabolic rate for purposes
of determining expendable requirements (based on
nominal activity level and nominal crew size).
From nominal metabolic rate ) crewman weight, and
fat ratio (ratio of rats to carbohydrates in diet)
determine food requirements (fats, proteins, and
carbohydrates) .
Determine crewmen metabolic oxygen consumption
and carbon dioxide expired (bheed on total metabolic
rate for determining expendable requirements.
	
1
^^.•esx max.. ..+au . +..a n..r.,«..«a...,.,n :n.rw......«.w.
	 ......n..w.^«+a.n+r
	 ..^....^.x
Determine total metabolic water) water intake,
total water output (water respired)
 perspired)
urine ) and fecal water).
E
,g
Determine indigestible bulk, urinary solids,
fecal solids ) skin and other solid excretions.
a:
ir«rw	 Wwyl...>M.r'wa L.rw.w.r' 	 Wrr	 ww.i.^ra isi+^iw^r«1r.w .1.irr r.. new. rr rrr	 1
^^	 r	 i
Determine total. number of micturatione for crewmen.
r}al....•r...«^.wrw«w+Y.",x..rw^...,w3+.rwiwww«i...	 •..wsewM -e,Y.auu!V.u.nx+w ia.+wvh .. a.u,a+..i.iys. 	 r
Pr Intout` crew M intermediate results for cabin. i
t a} t .«° r	 ws 	 y... ,.,u ur•aat s tiv	 > x,s«s h t	 * zd3 . }w • Fri ,: a.a
u
r
_	 - ..,^ .y.:.m'-.:.".....r«.rr..y..—.-...^^.'•,.w. w,,.r,+
	 ar.	 '-	 -.,_.,ca.w^...,....^+.
	 .->.w.za. ^..^...,.:. 	 ,..-.. :..:.. .. ... ,
	




	 -Is cabin no. equol.to lost cabin?
Number by 1
Yea
Eri; 1 :t out crew support engineering resuatosE
Sum up we fight, volume, ord' Driver for equipment
used for crew support.
Return to main program.
0
P-
x ,	 n	 *,
...	
^.
Print out intermediate results for CO and trace






-1	 .. J.	 Pr f'^i t``w.i	 "." 9R't.	 Pr'# 1 /!:#: 3. b
	 b ^';: #. $M! .









.v pi. . - ..u.n .-.:+. s+'-+M '+w+r.taa.<§-r «r Ssa.T.F.-E..1Y 3.
	
.a .	 u
lle, t,e.rmi,ne CO oollecti.on rate (equals Cop generation




(_ i i hydroxide,
bed adiabatic, zeali.te two bed partially adiabatic
1	 solid aminesp liquid absorptions e lectrodiaIysie,










Determine canister weight and volumes water generated,
weight and volume of lithium hydroxide.
ry,
Determine weight ) volume and power for function 	 Y
i	 method used for l collection. Determine heating	 yand cooling rates, Detearmine'heating and cooling 	 }'










Select function method to be used for CO collection
during emergency period (lithi= hydroxi ode, zeolite
two bed partially arlibatic, or zeolite two bed adibatic.
Is lithium hydroxide bed to be used for emergency period. Yes
* No
w.!.w._ex+efn.;+ e.f f•......^.+f.1••w1.Mtn!.1rsr.w.r.NR^.I.....r..n....MM^r	 {.._...W..r....^r.1.N.. . y...f4wlf...al..ew+.Ifm.Ib fR .. R
	
.. a
Determine weight, volume, and power for function
method used for CO 2 collection during emergency period.
Detennine heating and cooling rates, heating and cooling
fluid flow rates, and expendable requirements.
^a
Determine weight and volume for lithium hydroxide
canister for emergency period.
Determine water generated 	 bed and amount of expendable
lithium hydroxide required for emergency period.
Is U charcoal bed to be used in a4.r purification loop No
for trace conteminarts removal.
Yes
Determine weight, volume, for charcoal tied and expendables,, _j
Is a catalytic burner to be used in air purification N0
loop for trace contaminants removal.
Yesj	 ,












Print out intermediate results for CO2 and trace
contamina nts removal in cabin.	 Return to
Start




Call Yood subroutine. Determine amount of urine and
Feces required for food production (if any) . Determine --P:- ^^S
CO2 consumed and oxygen produced (if any) in food pro-
duction. Return to Waste Management subroutine.
Calcutiate weight, volume for urine collection device
used, during launch,, re-entry, or EVA.
~ Bi Iect method of urine collection.. Funetiozna l methods
include manual collection and storage, air entrainment
urinal with overboard dump, sir entrainment with
connection to storage tanks or water recovery sytem.
Determine weight, volume, and` power for equipment.
Determine weight and volume of expendable and accumulated	 .
m t rials
F
DeteMine weig}fit end volume fogurine collection bags
sed during emergency spacecraft operation.
:'elect inethod of feces collection.' Function methods
include manual bagging and storage, air entrainment
with vacuum drying of feces, air entrainment with
water wash of crewman and.collection of fecal slurry.
Determine number of toilets required (if any).
Determine weight, volume, and power for feces collection.









r'y ..^	 M)svtMf.^!e^Tk+s.^.»nas..	 .wwr^ww..
	 ^n 	 r.^+^.^^w.w.^^
Determine weight and volume for feces collection bage
required for emergency periods.
Sum up total weight of miscellaneous solids generated
in all cabins.	
_.
Determine weight, volume, and power requirements for
refuse collection. Determine amounts of expendable
and accumulated material. If an air entrainment feces
collector is available, determine additional weight
and volume for expendable materials required for
debris collection. If a portable vacuum cleaner is
t specified, detenaine weight, volume, and power.
. ...._..... i	 To
Call ASTIR-----	 WASTPR
Sum up weight, volume, and power for all cabins for
the Following equipment required for trace contaminants
removal, expendables required for trace contaminants
removal, equipment for CO collection during normal
and emergency operation, gxpendables Lost by CO,
collection during normal and emergency operation',
equipment for feces and debris collection, expendables








3,4,17 Subroutine FSS - Food Supply Subsystem
The food supply subsystem subroutine determines the amount of food stored
and produced by the food processor and then calculates the weighty volume
power, cooling and beating for the equipment. A material balance is per-
formed on the food processor to establish amounts of veste material used
and products produced by the food processor.
,e
Zero Quantities for Change Case
capability.
Sum total food quantities.
Determine amount of food processed.
If food is produced calculate
materials required and products.	 j
Check for availability of me+,erials
for food processor.
I	 Insufficient	 If insufficient materiels are availablei
t Materials `,	 calculate nev food quantity based on 	 I
3.14.18 Subroutine WASTPA - Waste Management Subsystem (Engineering Data Output)
This subroutine is associated with the WASTE subroutine and prints the engineering




3.4.19 Subroutine WSS -» Water Supply Subsystem
The stater supply subsystem subroutine performs a water balance on the vehicle
and determines amounts of stored water ., accumulated water, and the various
process rates for recovery equipment. Equipment characteristics are deter-
mined for water recovery unitsp storage tanke, Crater lines and sterilization
equipment.
Set water recovery efficiencies to zero I
where no method is specified.
I Zero quantities for change case capability.
Perform water balance to determine excess





Perform water balance including water used 	 L
for ACS.
Calculate the water recovery units characteristica.
Calculate heat loads to cabin atmosphere and
heat transfer fluids.
Determine storage tank characteristics.
Determine water line weight and volume.





.3.4.20 Subroutine ACS - Atmosphere Control Subsystem
ACS determines the characteristics and requirements of the Atmosphere
Control. System. Included are calculations for airlock systems, oxygen
recovery and atmospheric constituent storage. ACS is called by ,WSS due
to water vapor balance considerations.
'
Test for airlock requi^ ment.	 , Yea
Compute airlock
No	 pump weight and
power and stmosphere
losses.




Test and set-up coefficients for generalized
mAss balance Pgtiations according to recovery	
r
method.	 )
Select appropriate generalized mass balance
equations for particular grvup of 02 recovery
components.
i
Determine all 0 recovery system mass rates from
mess balance equations.







D	 Adjus t 0  makeup rate.
Determine weight and volume of 0,, and c,
storage tanks ( including constituents ) luent
Repeat tank sizing for emergency period, using





I3.4.21 Function CXLDIA - Water Tank Shape
Thin function contains the explicit geometric relationship for cylindrical





3-4-'2''  Subroutine TIM - Atmoophere Purification Loop
The atmosphere purification loop subroutine detearminen the temperature
:fluid flow rates and heat flow rates and calculates equipment cheiveter atics
for the atmosphere purification loop. The calculations are carried out on a
cabin basis and for both emergency and normal modes of operation# ,
Iteratively calculate flow rates#
pressure drope j and temperatures in
suit loop for normal operational(cabin no. 1).
Size condenser, water separator
and ducts.
Determine condenser heat load
cooling fluid Flow rate and
temperature for use in' TCS.
Calculate flow rate during
emergency operation of loop.
Assume compressor pressure drop and I
iteratively calculate pressure dropsy
temperatures and heat leak rates in
loop.
f
Determine condenser heat loads
	
°,*
cooling fluid flow rate, and temp-
ereture for . use in TCS during
emergency operation.
r
Select largest condenser sized for.
normal and emergency operation,
i
Size blower and compressor..
4	
$ J
Total atmospheres purification loop
Weight, vol.Wtes and powers.
r.y	 .
Repent for remaining cabins
3..31	 !A;{
U
f3o4-23 Subroutine TCS - Thermal Control Sub system
ff
•
The main thermal; control subsystem subroutine, TCS, computes all cooling loop
r
moon flows, pressure drops and heat losdso Also determined are output
characteristics for the cabin heat exchanger and fan, plumbing and othe r
equipment This subroutine in turn calla the radiator subroutine, RADSUB
and the auxiliary thermal control subroutine, TCSl ) for the heating cal.cu-
lotions.
Determine weight, volume, and power for cabin
air ventilation fan* heat load for cabin heat
exchanger. Weight and ,power for cabin H.X.
fans weight end volume for cabin boat exchangers
and fans weight of electronic colic plates.
Determine coolie liquid flows and cooling
loads for coldest, medium. and hottest level
of cooling loop prenaure drop in each level
of liquid cooling
 loot.
Estimate tempereture of flow 4eaving hottest
level of liquid cooling loop.
x	 •_
Determine temperature of flow leaving coldest
level of cooling loop.





Determine cold flow and hot flow of liquid
that must be mixed with flow leaving the




and tempera ture .
Determine temperature of flow leaving medium:!
level of cooling loop




Determine cold flow and hot flow off' liquid,`
that must be mixed With flow leaving the	 y











	 lC4Nt>FAlit43i^*PMCM.!ti"e,RlFw^!!	 fsif-*sir"	 ^ ^s f • ^olkk^It#t>„t4r	 ...
Determine temperature oZ flow leaving hottest
level of cooling loop
,>. > MSia^it
wesx s>t F^rssD> v •emati	 n,rrsss,reIs estimated hot flow temperature equal to
calculatea velae?
lee Return to re-compute/
mixing off' hot and cold
flows for medium level




*	 >.rrw^4^«,w.^	 ,4«.w^^...rs,wV+.+eJf,.4>s>.A¢.^..,JAes:^.ors,-w...... 	 P11J'./►:147B
Call subroutine RADgUB (space radiator subroutine).
^W	 §	 1lY i+ iF =5+ •A •4v • •"R'w+wRRM+,i!far lw	 'Awe4waie.InaaMw►,e:4R w•srMAl ,w
Determine weight, volume, and pxyxseure drop
for interface heat exchanger.
,,,An4wA,{>rili nN)RM1{sM{brree^w^,wwr.w•».^4M.I4.. t'Wr+Ma ^l
.TiYNfKiVI{i MIMt^.M i}M..^>'A Y15}v,#>1M^A9,.
MAJw,.I»A,^»{4e144,1:„Rrs>M rr^^rsWS{l+l iMr«'w,tJ>
Is a water evaporator required in cooling loop?
No
Ye a^
Aete:aine weight and volumd of voter evaporator
	 i
weight of Mater expendea during mission.
Determine diameter, length, and weight of
cooling loop piping, pressure drop in cooling
loop piping, total pressure drop in cooling
loop, power required for cooling system pump,
,weight of cooling system pump, weight and volume
of miscellaneous coolin
	 eystemi equipment(^ralves, controls ) etc. , total weight and
volume of cooling' aayatem
Ca1J. subroutine TCSl ( Liquid heating loop sub-
	 """^' TC61routine)
No	I'
Is an emergency period specified?
—YR 11
Determine weight and v8 ume of emergency
r;
cooling system, weigh; and volume of 'water
expended in water evaporator for emergency
cooling system, and heat load, for emergency
heatiz§g ,sv item





V3-4-24 Subroutine ROSUB - Space Radiator
This subroutine determines the ISS space radiator characteristics based on
the heat load to be rejected from `CSC. Radiator effectiveness, tube diameter]
radiator surface area and total radiator weight are determined. If desired,
meteoroid protection requirements are also computed.
Determine radia tor area on cabin walls,
temperature at inlet, sink temperature







	 Zs radiator effectiveness acceptable?
x
Yes
FRevise radiator outlet temperature,
tor heat rejection rate
No
Is a water evaporator to	 No
be used?
Estimate are 'of extended radix tore .
(Dete,n.nine tube space, Reynolds number
Reduce tube diameter
7s Reynolds number greater than 10,000?	 No
netermane tube boundary layer temperature drop.
t






Determine thickness of shield, weight of shield.
j	 3.3^+r	 ^$
z
IDetermine physical weight of radiator' systems
weight penalty of pumping power.
Reduce tube diameter and return to recalculate
radiator effectiveness until no further
improvement iii radiator weight is obtained. t
+
Radiator with best tube
^ diameter has been found.
t•ri .x	 at M.,M R •rL l/Kw/ M' {w Mi•,,
i
Increase number of passes per tube and return
to recalculate radiator effectiveness. Continue
Chia until no further improvement in radiator
weight is obtained.
Store computed properties of minimum weight radiator}
system.	 J
subroutine• (TC^9, .Return to thermal control system
r it	 `^'	






















.^!	 y. ^Rt^.^wsgeiaY.'^'cafsYrw^rw.w+. 
	
....	 %
3.4.25 Subroutine TCSI - Thermal Control Subsystem (heating loop)
This subroutine determines the flows, pressure drops and heat balances
of the heating Fluid loop. Also calculated are the interface heat exchanger
and loop plumbing characteristics of Weight volume and power requirements.
Determine heating liquid flows and heating loads
for coldest, medium, and hottest level of
heating loop pressure drop in each level of
liquid cooling loop.
Estimate temperature of flow leaving coldest
level of liquid heating loop.
Determine temperature of flow leaving hottest
level of heating loop.
Yes
Is flow and temperature entering medium level
acceptable?
No	 +
Determine cold flow and hot flow of liquid
that must be mixed with flow leaving the
hottest level to attain the correct flow
and temperature.
V1%i	 Determine temperature of flog leaving coldest
level of heating loop.




Return to re-compute mixing
of hot and cold flows for medium
level of heating loop.
Determine weight ,. volume, and pressure drop I
for interface heat exchanger.
Determine diameter, length, and weight of
heating loop piping pressure drop in heating
loop piping total pressure drop, in heating
loop power required for heating system pump
weight of heating system pump weight and volume
of miscellaneous heatin^ system equipment(valves,, controls, etc.; total weight and
volume of heating system.
Return to therm l control system subroutine (TCB)

